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The Wintermoot Shared Universe Group is a collaborative effort supported by the Bun-
nell Street Arts Center in Homer, Alaska.  It is also funded in part by Creative Capital 
and sponsored in part by the CIRI Foundation,.  
  
Cultural Consultants on the Series: Melissa Shaginoff, Dimi Macheras, Richard Perry, 
David Karabelnikoff,  Caleb Bourgeois, Angela Yatlin Gonzalez, Leslie Kimiko Ward.

Series Editors: Martin Schultz, Joelle Howald, Joshua Medsker

“Slack Tides, Nunatak, Magnetotail, Tuyanaut, Stevepunk” created by Nathan Shafer, Leslie 
Kimiko Ward, RICHARD PERRY and Benjamin Schleifman.
“Aqpik” created by Nathan Shafer and Holly Nordlum.
“The Subnivean Mistress” created by Nathan Shafer and Joelle Howald.
“Tsiluuts’ T’aeni” created by Nathan Shafer, Dimi Macheras and Casey Silver. 
“Godwit Continuum” created by Nathan Shafer and David Karabelnikoff.
“Cybergod of Disruption” created by Nathan Shafer and Jared Chandler.

"Arctic City" created by Frei Otto.
"Seward’s Success" created by Tandy Industries.
"Denali City and Dirigibles for Denali" created by Mike Gravel and Pat Pourchot.
"Cyberingia" is derived from Timothy Leary’s "Cyberia"

Many Thanks to: Creative Capital, Bunnell Street Arts Center, CIRI Foundation, Alaska 
Humanities Forum, Writer’s Block Bookstore, Alaskan Robotics, ALASKA CENTER FOR THE 
BOOK, BOSCO’S COMICS and The Alaska State Council on the Arts. 

Wintermoot is a cyberpunk/superhero universe created by Alaskan new media artist Nathan Shafer. Wintermoot was 
created in collaboration with the Łuk’ae Tse’ Taas (Fish Head Soup) comic book collective and shared universe. It 
employs social practice and augmented reality, as well as creating culturally accurate and appropriate content in 
collaboration with several Alaskan communities.  Social practice literature (read comics and graphic novels here) 
positions sustainable community practices, relationships and cultural content before the vision of the artist, 
making projects that are not the sole creation of an individual artist.  Other titles produced by Łuk’ae Tse’ Taas 
Comics are in a shared universe with Wintermoot.  This includes Chickaloonies, Wildmen of Denali and Dusty Funk.

Nunatak:
Other Names: Rebecca Graham, Becky
Power Origins: Cryoverse

A Tlingit/Yup’ik woman with cryoverse powers, Future Mother of Tuyanaut.  
Becky and her childhood pal, Hana, discovered they had powers when their 
teacher, Ms. Vidalia showed them how to travel using rowanberries near their 
house.  They formed the Slack Tide Duo and have been battling supernatural 
forces in Alaska for almost ten years, mostly while they were in high school.

Magnetotail:
other Names: Hana Watanabe
Power Origins: Plasmaverse

A Japanese-American woman with Plasmaverse powers, future mother of 
Stevepunk. Hana and her childhood pal, Becky discovered they had powers 
when their teacher, Ms. Vidalia showed them how to travel using rowanber-
ries near their house.  They formed the Slack Tide Duo and have been battling 
supernatural forces in Alaska for almost ten years, mostly while they were 
in high school.

The Subnivean Mistress:
other Names: Oline Magnúsdóttir, Joanne Vidalia (Ms. Vidalia), Tunnel Berry, Snow-
Wight, The Subnivean Witch, Our Lady Undersnow, Snow Angel, Witte Wieven
Power Origins: Subniveaverse, Cryoverse, Berryverse, Anthropoverse

A Norwegian-American woman with powers connected to the Subnivean (life un-
derneath the snow).  The full extent of her powers is Uncertain, but she can 
manipulate objects (including life) when underneath snow/ice.  She built the 
first Slack Tide Hideout for Magnetotail and Nunatak.

Sourdough:
Other Names: Grover Thornton, Anchor man, Anchorman the Sourdough
Power Origins: Macroverse, Microverse, Entropoverse  

A Civil War veteran and one of the founding members of the original FFF8E7 at 
the ‘Socialists and Pioneers’ Hall from 1917. Granted powers during a Repoca-
lypse event that dilated time.  His powers have been returning to the Earth 
as he is out of balance, they used to include gravitational manipulation, Hand-
made Hydrostatic Equilibrium, and extremophilism.  
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Aqpik:
other Names: Cloudberry, Cloudberry Woman
Power Origins: Berryverse, Chloroverse

An Iñupiaq woman from Kauwarek, with powers from the berryverse.  Daughter 
of Iviagluk and mother of Mars Apple. She has traveled through Cyberingia, 
the Younger Dryas and most of the Local Group.  Her powers focus mainly on 
the manifestation of berries in various realities, this includes being able to 
manipulate reality through the reality of berries (Berryverse).

Tsiluuts‘ t’aeni:
Other Names: Cary Shimentieff, The Wondrous Waxwing, Waxwing
Power Origins: Ovaverse, Therianthropoverse

An Ahtna shapeshifter from the Mojiverse, with powers connected to both 
the ovaverse and the Therianthropoverse (sometimes called the Zoanthrop-
overse).  His prefered form is that of a half-human / half-Bohemian Waxwing.  
His shapeshifting is notable for his ability to portal jump during shifts.
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Gentlemen Plasmonauts and Glacial Lawyers

 Gentlemen Plasmonauts of the Borealis Dock: Green Borealis, 
 Red Borealis, Blue Borealis and Solar Plage  

 Sure, they built the Borealis Dock. It was cool, but you have to understand, Plasmo-
nauts are a really hard group to describe. They aren’t really around much anymore, now I mean the 
humans with northern lights powers – not the little Plasmoids/Plasmiut that live up there. Or I 
guess I should say they are rare, and if someone with those powers comes along, they usually 
don’t stick around, since they can technically travel anywhere in the universe, but that is another 
thing all together, they usually just die, or something. 
 To be honest, I have never really seen a Plasmonaut who could control their powers.  
It is chaotic and kind of terrifying even when they do little things, like all the lights and elec-
tricity around them goes out, it feels like a wave of ghosts or whatever is crashing all around 
you. Like you can hear and taste the afterlife in the ambient environment when they are doing their 
thing.  As if all the air in the room suddenly catches fire. 
 But for like maybe just a few years, there were these four dudes who wore suits, like 
dress suits, but for their daily, normal clothes, but had their ‘costumes’ on underneath, they 
were different, they just were.  Not better,  just different, like the chaos of it didn’t bother 
them or make them crazy. This was all the time too, they looked like regular business guys in An-
chorage, just you could tell they were wearing that weird rubber/electric costume under their 
clothes. They all even had the same costume underneath, and the same name, kind of, like a uniform 
or something.  They were all Borealises too: Green Borealis, Red Borealis and Blue Borealis. And 
then there was Solar Plage, Don’t get me started on him.  He was a charmer and was the only one 
in that group who could wear a suit.  
 Anyways, Those were the original faculty for the school at the Borealis Dock.  Called 
themselves ‘Gentlemen Plasmonauts’.  They were about the most normal Plasmonauts I have ever 
seen, and they seemed like aliens pretending to be humans.  It took magnetotail years to figure 
some of it out on her own, really, I mean she didn’t want to dress in a shirt and tie like those 
professors.  having Nunatak is what helped her.  She kept her balanced and from going FTL, which 
they can do BTW.  

 -- Hallbera Magnúsdóttir, AKA the Winterkill Manager

 Drumlin, Esker, Bergschrund and Jökulhlaup: Glacial Law 

 Hardwater’s school was funded by lawyers. They were actually all lawyers with glacier 
powers themselves.  They would do a lot of pro bono work in the community, in and around Alaska.  
They were a part of that original Socialists and Pioneers Hall, that Kind of do-gooder mentali-
ty, they would sue corporations that were hurting the environment and stuff.  They didn’t wear 
the costumes Though, not since before 1960, or so.  That was an old-timey thing, not so popular 
anymore, since the people with powers don’t want to be seen as magic clown soldiers no more.  
Anonymity over celebrity.  Do-Gooder Secret societies and such.   No, It is More like fantasy crea-
tures that are being protected by being kept secret.  That is them.
 And The white cryonaut stuff was way more of a holistic Earth magic thing, they looked 
like farmers, or hippies.  Some of them had long hair and beards before that was acceptable.  
They were maybe considered something like naturalists or transcendentalists, unitarians or 
something.  They even wore like long white robes and stuff.  Remember This is the white folks 
doing the glacier powers too, not anybody else.  Well-intentioned or not, the are still coloniz-
ers.  And They had kind of invented a whole Make-shift culture of it themselves, only so much of 
it was brought over from Europe, maybe some vestigial Russian stuff, but they definitely didn’t 
ask any of us, or anything like that.  I never saw Native folks with the cryo-powers acting like 
that.  Well, maybe like once or twice, but it was not normal.  Some of them cryonauts would be 
able to do the cryo-meditation so deep that they would start making the bergy seltzer talk.  
Literally they were speaking the glacier’s language, real slow and not breathing, just letting 
the wind pass over them.  Collecting dust, as they say, just like a glacier too.
 And that law firm: Drumlin, Esker, Bergschrund and Jökulhlaup – they are still practicing, 
or their kids are, I think.  And there is still an organization or a trust that puts money into the 
Wintermoot that Hardwater runs.  But I don’t know if there are kids out there going to school 
with him anymore.  He turned into a bit of a loner after the incident with Sourdough.  But those 
lawyers, they called themselves ‘Gentlemen Cryonauts’, and that was all before the punk thing. 
The cryopunks are way different.  Still as calm and methodical, and do-goodery, just you know -- 
with piercings and tattoos and dyed-hair and stuff.
   
 -- Cary Shimentieff, AKA. Tsiluuts‘ t’aeni, the Wondrous Waxwing 



European Mountain Ash (Sorbus aucuparia), also known as the row-
an tree, are a common invasive tree found in southcentral Alaska. 
Their berries are a favorite winter food of the Hey Ggaggashla 
(winter birds): Tsiluuts‘ t’aeni (Ahtna) and K’eghunjija (Dena’ina), or 
Bohemian Waxwing (Bombycilla garrulus), flocks of which can eat 
the thousands of berries on one mountain ash tree in a matter 
of minutes. The berries of the mountain ash are called rowan 
berries, but are also known as ash berries, druid berries, witch 
berries, portal berries and quickberries. The European Mountain 
Ash thrive as a short-lived pioneer species in areas of Alaska 
disrupted by human settlement, e.g. along highways or in suburban 
neighborhoods, as they are resilient and frost hardy. In Europe, 
the rowan trees are said to have magical properties and can 
function as portals, both ingress (entrance) and egress (exit), 
to other worlds. They are much taller than the three species 
of mountain ash indigenous to Alaska, which are tundra shrubs. 
The European variety’s berries bunch in much greater numbers as 
well, upwards of 70 per bunch.  while indigenous Alaskan rowan 
berries bunch in groupings of less than 25. The berries ferment 
over the winter, especially when the temperatures fluctuate 
above freezing. Though the K’eghunjija can metabolize ethanol 
better than humans, they still become intoxicated by the fer-
mented sugars in the berries. Their intoxication levels increase 
as the season continues, when the berries unthaw sporadically, 
and/or the food source remains plentiful. One tsiluuts’ t’aeni 
can eat hundreds of berries a day, defecating every couple of 
minutes while gorging. 

There was 
a mountain ash 
outside of the 
trailer I grew 

up in.

near the 
entrance to 
our hideout.

Every winter 
a flock of wax-

wings would eat all 
of the berries off 

the tree in like 
an hour,

leaving a wake 
of orange horror 

splattered all 
over the snow 

below. 



Maybe AQPIK WAS 
ABLE TO RESET THE 
GODWIT CONTINUUM 

IN TIME.

YEAH . . .
MAYBE.

[Borealis Dock] 
[Low-Earth Orbit] 
[(M) Tapestry]
[1/2 Generation Ago]

“That was the year we listened to total strangers 
and then ended up saving the world.”

Slack Tides [SIDE 1]
Atauciq, What is indivisible: 

there are a lot of things that go through your mind as the consciousness fades.

When we first met, we were in the first grade.

Remember how 
we used to play 
under that tree 

after the berries 
were eaten? 

We called it 
the Muldoon 
Murder Mys-

teries.

One of us 
would lay down 
and pretend to 

be dead.

You 
Ready?

Hopefully 
this is the 
last of it!

Why 
not.

I can’t 
remember the 

last time I 
got sleep.

Nunatak Magnetotail

But we didn’t realize we had powers until Junior High.



[Ms. Vidalia’s Class] 
[Chanshtnu Elementary]
[One Generation Ago] 

That was 
after we stopped 

being friends.

And had 
Ms. Vidalia again 
for 7th grade.

She is the 
one who told us 

to check and see if 
we had powers.

[Co
ntro

l Trans
f
inite

 Ch
ro

no
z
o

ne
 De

le
te

 Be
rryve

rs
e
]

Because she 
was secretly the 

Subnivean 
Mistress!

[Tik’uteh Junior High]

But it
is a kind of

currant.

It is 
also called an 
arctic tomato.

This is a Red
jupiter berry 

from the quantum
berryverse.

I had 
glacier 
powers.

I had 
Northern 
Lights . . .

Then one day 
she opened an 

ectoplasmic snow 
void to our first 

Wintermoot.



[Approaching some Thermopause]

We know.

They are 
here.

Who could 
Forget?

Ha ha ha. 
you could have 
gone to prom 
with him, but 

instead. . .

He put that 
Poor undead 
boy’s breath 
into a jeep.

I just 
thought about 

handsome hunter.  
Wonder how he is 

doing?

That was the 
case when Ms. 

Vidalia showed us 
how to use the 

helper mask.

so you 
wouldn’t go 

insane when you 
used your 
powers. . .

and it 
keeps the 

ghosts from 
Getting in.

But that 
only really 
matters on 

the surface.
Do you 

remember The case 
of the WoodsMan 

Horde?



[The Case of the WoodsMan Horde] [Handsome Hunter]

Remember 
how there is 
supposed to 
be no sound in 

space? 

Some say all the thoughts that cross your mind when you black out only last a couple of seconds.

Maybe.

[Helper Masks]

Hana! 
HELP!

It can feel like years.  Generations.

Fhzz,  
zzzzzz. 

Fhzz.

Silam 
Nuviivak!!

.



I am 
falling . . . 

uh.  hhhh. 
asleep . . .

Hana!

I can’t 
move my 
arms!

Hana . . 
I . . 

Space is supposed to be silent.

Sometimes we forget though.

    And make the sounds in our heads.



[Five Years Earlier]
[A Trailer Park in Muldoon]
[Ingress to SLack Tide Hideout] 
[Cyberdough Supersymmetry]

So, let me
 get this straight.  
You are saying you 
know who we are?

And . . .

This dude has 
the face of a bird, 

because he is 
what again?

I am a 
shape-
shifter.

Cary. 
Also go by 

Waxwing.

Tsiluuts‘ 
t’aeni.

And you are 
the Slack Tide 

Duo. Nunatak and 
magnetiotail!  

May we 
come in?

We came here 
to ask for your 
help against. . .

there are a lot of things that go through your mind as the consciousness fades. 
Some people say it only lasts for a couple seconds, but it can feel like generations.

    Pppppp. fff. SSSSS. FFF.

Plup, plup, plup.  HHHHSSSSSS. 

wuhv, wuhv, clink. SSSSSSS.



Fine. Let me 
go and find 

them.

To Be Continued in Wintermoot Six: Slack Tides, Again . . .

Dude. 
Grover. You 
are such a 

dink.

Carrying on.  
Do you still have 
those goggles 

the subnivean Mis-
tress wore?

Did she 
stay here in 
your reality?

How do you 
know about Ms. 

Vidalia?

She left 
us in this 

one.

Had to go 
‘home’.  Gave us 

her Trailer.

Just Look at 
your children 
with the Gog-

gles on.

That is too 
complicated to 
explain here.

Let us 
guess.

Some 
chaotic entity is 
disrupting the 
natural order 

of things.

It is creating 
a series of wea-
ponized singu-

larities. 

from it’s 
Tapestry Belt-
way in the Oort 

Cloud.

Right now it 
has a virtualized 

selection of a Uni-
versal Constant 

called the Lambda 
Mantle.

It 
keeps it in a 

thermos.
All of those 
things make 

more sense in 
the future.

Yes!
Exactly!

Well 
done!

Everything 
except the 
thermos.

I still 
find that one 

confusing.


